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Flying stars 2021 cures

Feng Shui Cures and Enhancers to apply in 2022. Flying Star chart and forecast , month by month and tips to decorate your home. Amulets to carry for protection during 2022, Complete Zodiac forecast feng shui 2022 Tai Sui 2022 Cures and Amulets Tai sui moves to the Northeast 3 sector and the Tiger, Snake, Monkey and Boar are most at risk
from direct or side conflicts with the mighty Tai Sui. It is therefore very important that you carry this Feng Shui Amulet to protect yourself from difficulties and obstacles that can crop up at anytime, jeopardising your career, business, relationships and health. Flying Star 2022 Chart and Cures Flying Star is reputed to be one of the most powerful
formula in Feng Shui. It allows us to tap into the energy of auspicious stars to bring swiftly very positive outcome in your life's aspirations. Good feng shui often results from enhancers placed in-sync with the location of annual flying stars. When these energizers are placed accurately, good health, wealth, romance, relationship, academic and career
luck will manifest. Good Feng Shui doesn't only mean to enhance the good, but also to protect yourself and your family from malevolent energies and afflictions. It ensures your family and all the residents of your household are healthy, safe from harm, living in harmony, and happy. Living within the embrace of protective energy helps you to prevent
bad luck and remove obstacles to success. Feng Shui 2022 Home and Office In 2022, the nine flying stars fly to the new positions from February 4, 2022. If you want to make the fortune of yourself and your family smoother, you need to take some favorable measures in the corresponding direction based on 2022 Fengshui Flying Stars Chart.5
Auspicious Stars in 2022: #1 Victory, #4 Scholastic & Marriage Luck, #6 Heaven & Mentor Luck, #8 Wealth, #9 Future prosperity 4 Inauspicious Stars in 2022: #2 Illness star, #3 Quarrelsome Star, #5 Misfortune, # 7 Robbery and Betrayal Period , Facing MOST POPULAR 2022 Feng Shui flying starsThe 2022 Feng Shui New Year begins on
February 4, 2022 and ends on February 3, 2023. The flying star #5 is the Feng Shui star of 2022.Each Feng Shui New Year, ie every February 4th (the Feng Shui BaGua New Year date is fixed, unlike the Chinese New Year’s date), the position of the 9 flying stars evolves within the Lo Shu magic square. Find a Feng Shui consultant near youThe
standard Lo Shu squareAccording to Chinese cosmology, the standard Lo Shu (or Luo Shu) square is itself divided into 9 squares. Knowing that the central square symbolizes the center, the other 8 cells indicate the cardinal and intermediate directions (north, north-east, east, south-east, south, southwest, west, north-west).It should also be noted that
a Feng Shui compass indicates the North at the bottom and the South at the top, as opposed to the Western mode of representation. Each cell of the standard Luo Shu square is correlated to one of the 5 elements, a number and a direction.In the standard Lo shu square, the horizontal, vertical or diagonal addition of the numbers always gives the
result 15.Thus, the central cell of the standard magic square is occupied by number 5, the Yang Earth element. Numbers 2 and 8 represent the Yang Earth and Yin Earth elements. Then, number 1 represents the Yang Water, number 3 is Yang Wood, number 4 is Yin Wood, number 6 is Yang Metal, number 7 is Yin Metal, number 8 is Yin Earth and
number 9 is associated with the Fire element in its Yin polarity.Finally, in the standard configuration of the magic square, the number 5 represents the center, the number 1 is associated with the North, the 2 with the Southwest, the 3 with the East, the 4 with the Southeast, the 6 with the Northwest, the 7 with the West, 8 with the Northeast and the
9 with the South.Meaning of the flying stars systemThe astrological prediction system of the 9 flying stars used in Feng Shui differs somewhat from Chinese astrology, although it also uses the 5 elements of Wu Xing, Fire, Earth, Metal, Water and Wood.Each star is represented by a number from 1 to 9. They have their own functions and change cells
every year from the fixed date of February 4, to occupy a new location within the standard Luo Shu square. Their year-to-year mobility within the Luo Shu square is at the origin of their name of the 9 flying stars. In addition, each star is also associated with one of the five elements in its Yin or Yang form (with its corresponding colors). In the case of
an activation or weakening of a sector, the interaction of the element of the standard Lo Shui square and the superimposed star is analyzed in order to apply the most appropriate solution.Feng Shui cure and remedy techniquesIn order to activate and exploit the positive effects (but also to avoid the negative effects) of the sites (locations) and
directions of the current year and apply them to the house according to traditional Feng Shui techniques, it is necessary to analyze the type of interaction created during the meeting between the flying star and the fixed number of the standard magic square. When it is a positive interaction in a sector, the life aspiration related to the sector concerned
can be activated. On the other hand, when it comes to a destructive relationship between the flying star’s element and the Lo Shu standard square’s element, then it becomes important to place a Feng Shui remedy in order to neutralize and balance the resulting negative effects of the opposition between these elements. To learn more about the
neutralization and rebalancing of the 5 elements of Feng Shui, click here.Following a description of the nine Feng Shui flying stars' characteristics and their position in 2022, KarmaWeather invites you to consult the most favorable directions according to the Kua number of your year of birth as well as favorable and lucky directions specific to the year
2022. Finally, discover our tips and Feng Shui cures for 2022 concerning the sectors to activate in your house or your apartment.Calculate the Kua number of your year of birth: What is my Kua number?Annual Flying Stars chart 2022Annual Feng Shui flying star chart 2022 © KarmaWeather® by KonbiClick here to purchase the downloadable
printable version of the 2022 Flying Stars PosterThe 9 flying stars of Feng Shui in 2022 - Positions and forecastsThe Lucky Star means luck, good omen and good reputation. To be honorably known among those around you, to improve your social status and thus allow you to open yourself to new social perspectives, it is the location related to this star
which must be activated during the year 2022. To obtain recognition in your field and generate prosperity and wealth in your existence, the Lucky Star is placed in the North sector from February 4, 2022 until February 3, 2023 (full duration of the Feng Shui Bagua year). To activate this area, place your workstation in the North side of your office or
set up your desk to the North of your room by turning it in the same direction. If, by changing the location of your desk, you happen to be seated with the front door behind your back, you then need to place a mirror in front of you so you can always see the door of your office. Finally, use the objects belonging to the Metal element family to activate
this area conducive to studies and work in 2022 and fully benefit from the benefits of this energy sector. However, in 2022, the star of the 3 massacres covers the entire northern sector. You should not stand with your back to the North between 337.5° and 22.5°.As its name suggests, the 2nd star is synonymous with illness, physical or psychological
discomfort. Pregnant people, the elderly and people with chronic illnesses can be particularly sensitive to the influence of this star. This sector should be avoided as much as possible. In 2022, the Star of the Disease is placed in the Southwest sector. Under no circumstances should this sector be activated or provoked. This star is associated with the
Earth element. You should avoid any activity, renovation (interior decoration) in this area of your home or office throughout the Feng Sui year of 2022, especially since the affliction of the Breaker of the Year is also in this sector. Also and above all, avoid using the Fire element in the Southwest sector in 2022. To counter effectively the negative
energies of this Star, use Feng Shui cures and remedies associated with the Metal element in this sector.The 3rd star is that of conflict, bad reputation, misunderstanding, opposition and prosecution. It can cause career problems, or poor management of your reputation followed by impoverishment or separation. In 2022, the Quarrelsome Star is
placed in the Eastern sector. It is advisable not to activate this zone and to avoid putting a sofa, a bed or a work desk in this sector during the Feng Shui year 2022. The 4th star is beneficial for studies, the accumulation of new knowledge and romantic relationships. In 2022, the Star of Love and Studies is positioned in the Southeast sector. This star
is generally used by families with children who are studying in school who wish to achieve good academic results. Likewise, the 4th star is also the star of marital love and happiness. Young couples have every interest in activating the star of love by hanging up photos of their wedding or their newborn baby, in order to strengthen their romantic
bonds. In 2022, the Southeast sector can be activated using Feng Shui objects associated with the Water element. As its name indicates, the 5th star means bad luck in all areas. It is important not to activate it. In 2022, the Star of Bad Luck is placed in the Center. This sector should be avoided in your daily life so as not to attract bad luck. Any
sedentary activity lasting more than 2 hours should be avoided in this area throughout the year. In 2022, the negative and stagnant energies of the Center sector must be weakened with the help of a Feng Shui remedy linked to the element Metal.The 6th star symbolizes work, power and success in perseverance. It is beneficial for career, social
promotions, professional recognition. In 2022, the Celestial Star is placed in Northwest. In order to activate this area, you can place a small terracotta statuette northwest of your home. For the Earth, it is also possible to use ceramics and to favor yellow and ocher colors in the decoration of the Northwest room of your house. However, in 2022, the
star of the 3 massacres covers half of the Northwest sector. You should not stand with your back to the Northwest between 315° and 337.5°. The 7th star means conflict, quarreling, theft, fraud, unfair competition or accident. In 2022, the Star of Violence is placed in the West. This sector should not be activated and needs to be avoided as much as
possible. Avoid using or sitting more than 2 hours long in this area. If you can't avoid using this zone, sit down watching towards North or South. In any case, to reduce the negative influence of the Star of Violence, use a Yin Water based Feng Shui treatment (ie. a vase filled with water to be renewed once a month).The 8th star means material gain,
prosperity as a reward for work done. It is a very beneficial star. This star brings good luck and allows good financial returns or an improvement in reputation. In 2022, the Star of Prosperity is placed in the Northeast sector. However, it is a little tricky to activate this area due to the presence of two afflictions (harmful stars) which limit its field of
action from 22.5° to 52.5°. In order to activate and strengthen the 8th flying star, use Fire Feng Shui cures. For Fire, place an electric light, a crystal chandelier, red healing stones. In general, in Feng Shui, it is preferable to place the lights on the edges of the rooms in your home. If a lamp is present in the northeast sector of your house (for example
a ceiling light), the presence of this Fire object can improve the beneficial effects of the prosperity star in 2022. However, in 2022, the star of the 3 massacres covers half of the northeast sector. You should not stand with your back to the northeast between 22.5° and 45°. A little further in the same sector, Grand Duke Jupiter is situated between 52.5°
and 67.5°. It is essential to avoid any activation of this section of the northeast sector and never face it. As its name indicates, the 9th star symbolizes the multiplication of positive events in your life. It can be both material goods and spiritual gains. A professional promotion or the expansion of the family with the birth of a child are possible. This star
also means popularity, fame and beauty. In 2022, the Multiplicative Star is placed in the South sector. It is possible to activate this area with the Wood element.Sectors to activate or avoid in 2022 according to your year of birth and your Kua numberSectors and areas to focus on in 2022 for people with a Kua number 1, 3, 4 or 9:North: To obtain luck,
happiness, serenity and material gain, it is advisable to activate star #1 (lucky star) in the North sector.Southeast: To achieve good academic results, success in studies and prosperous marital happiness, it is recommended to activate the energies of Flying Star #4. South: Activate the flying star #9 to promote births, the success of professional
projects, victories, material comfort, multiplication of earnings, prosperity and increased popularity. However in 2022, special attention must be paid to the harmful star Grand Duke Tai Sui, which also occupies part of this sector. If in doubt, it is better not to activate the Northeast sector.Sectors and areas to focus on in 2022 for people with a Kua
number 2, 6, 7 or 8:Northwest: Activate Flying Star #6 for business success, social recognition, and career promotions.Northeast: Activate Flying Star #8 for material security and social development.East: Quarrelsome Star (flying star #3)Center: Star of Bad Luck (flying star #5)Southwest: Star of Disease (flying star #2)West: Star of Violence (flying
star #7)House sectors to activate during Feng Shui year 2022The cures to activate and the adjustments to your decor for each sector of your home in 2022The activation of a sector in Feng Shui consist in an energetic treatment (cure). This involves installing in your house an object directly connected to the element (Fire, Earth, Metal, Water, Wood)
associated with the cure.Center (Earth) - Activation in 2022: NOTerracotta statuette, ceramic or a yellow or brown objectHang a crystal chandelier, a lampSouth (Fire) - Activation in 2022: YESInstall a plant, a shrub, a wooden statuette, a bonsaiRed decorative itemsSouthwest (Earth) - Activation in 2022: NOCut crystals and / or natural
crystalsElectric lightWest (Metal) - Activation in 2022: NOTerracotta statuette, ceramic or a yellow or brown objectInstall a lamp, an electric light or a red objectDisplay a family photographNorthwest (Metal) - Activation in 2022: YESTerracotta statuette, ceramic or a yellow or brown objectInstall a lamp, an electric lightWind chimes in hollow tubes of
copper or brassNorth (Water) - Activation in 2022: YESWind chimes in hollow tubes of copper or brassBlue candles floating in a bowl of waterSmall aquariumNortheast (Earth) - Activation in 2022: YESInstall a lamp, an electric lightTerracotta statuette, ceramic or a yellow or brown objectEast (Wood) - Activation in 2022: NOInstall a lamp, an electric
lightShrub, natural or silk or represented in paintingSoutheast (Wood) - activation in 2022: YESSmall aquarium, fountainInstall a plant, a shrub, a wooden statuette, a bonsai Feng Shui principles for the houseThe afflictions: Direction of the harmful stars in 2022During the Feng Shui year 2022, it is advisable to avoid any activity, renovation or lasting
presence (more than 2 hours) in the following sectors: In 2022, Grand Duke Jupiter (Tai Sui) is in the Northeast sector, from 52.5° to 67.5°: This star represents worries, material losses, obstacles and illness. Although this star is symbolically associated with Jupiter, its location corresponds to the Chinese zodiac sign governing the year (in 2022, the
Tiger) and not to that of the planet. In 2022, the Year Breaker (Sui Po) is in the Southwest sector, from 232.5° to 247.5°: This star (related to Mercury) represents the loss of money, obstacles, illness and disillusionment.In 2022, the Three Killings (or Three Massacres, San Sha) are in the North sector, from 315° to 45°: This star represents theft
(scams), disasters (health problems) and professional setbacks.In 2022, the Five Yellow (which corresponds to the flying star #5 of Bad Luck and Saturn) is in the Center sector. This star represents worries in the fields of money, feelings or health. Very harmful, this star is synonymous with accident, loneliness, misfortune and depression. However,
when the Five Yellow finds itself in a central position, its negative effects are mitigated. The main objective is therefore to stay on the move as much as possible when you are in this sector rather than trying to avoid occupying it at all costs. © KarmaWeather by Konbi | Copyright protection: Reproduction forbidden. Any infringement will be subject to
DMCA request | Disclaimer notice: Use of medicinal plants should be discussed with a physician, especially for pregnant / breastfeeding women or children. Stones / crystals have no application in modern medicine and can't replace medical treatment. Powered by KarmaWeather®
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